
WHAT IS ORGONITE

Orgonite is an energy device made from resin, metal shavings, and quartz that 
produces orgone energy, also known as scalar energy, life force energy, chi, 
prana, and ether. Based on the research of Dr. Wilhelm Reich, Orgone devices 
like orgonite generate positive orgone energy along with the piezoelectric charge 
of quartz. This positive energy cleans stagnant, negative energy and deadly 
orgone radiation (DOR) from the environment, and transmutes it into a healthy 
orgone state. DOR is the result of non-native EMF and pollution from 
geoengineering, cellular phone towers, wifi routers, smart meters, blue tooth 
devices, and everyday cell phone use.

My orgone devices consist of various catalyzing resins, metal shavings such 
as aluminum, copper, iron, and brass, and assorted crystals including quartz, 
selenite, and black tourmaline. Some pieces contain additional elements and 
crystals, such as atomized metal powders, shungite, precious stones, copper 
coils, and mica pigment colors. Many of my devices also include terminated 
quartz points and special coils to aid in scalar wave activity. 
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WHERE TO USE ORGONITE

Use orgonite anywhere near EMF sources, such as wifi routers, smart meters, and 
cell towers. Use it anywhere you would like to neutralize DOR, pump negative ions 
into the atmosphere (a good thing), transmute negative electromagnetic fields and 
frequencies, boost positive energy levels, and raise the collective vibration of yourself 
and your environment.

WHAT IS A TOWERBUSTER?

The term “towerbuster” comes from its ability to neutralize harmful EMF from cell 
towers and other EMF devices. In the Orgone community, the term “gifting” means 
“to distribute, bury, or strategically hide orgone devices near high EMF sources or 
places with excess negative energy, in order to return the area to a natural and 
healthy energetic state.” Orgone workers gift cell towers, power plants, bodies of 
water, and densely populated areas like schools, concerts, pavilions, and places of 
worship. To learn more about orgonite gifting and to purchase orgone devices 
visit TheOrgoneDonor.com, or contact me at mitch@theorgonedonor.com.
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